
Chapter Two: Recursion and Constituency (26Feb2020) 
 

If certain animals can generate unboundedly many sentences in some unobvious way, then 
investigators who want to study this capacity might try to specify a procedure that generates 
those sentences in that biologically implementable way.1 But describing the natural capacity 
might be nightmarishly hard. So one might settle for a procedure that generates interestingly 
many of the target sentences without overgenerating in ways which show that the specified 
procedure is fundamentally differently than the target capacity. A procedure that undergenerates 
may mirror important aspects of the natural system, while a proposal that delivers unwanted 
strings may employ generative powers beyond those employed by the natural system. Chomsky 
(1957, 1959) showed how appreciating this point can be the start of a project that leads to 
insights regarding our meaningful linguistic expressions and how they are naturally generated. 
1. Ways of Not Going On 
At least for now, let’s say that each English sentence is a string of lexical items. Then (1) and (2) 
count as distinct sentences that share a pronunciation, while (3) is a constructionally 
homophonous sentence with two distinct meanings; see §§1.2 and 2.1 of chapter one. 
  (1) the horse had a name 

 (2) the horse had an aim 
(3) I called a friend from London 

In the end, we may decide to say that sentences are not strings. (Like most words, ‘sentence’ is 
polysemous.) But talking about strings can help sharpen notions of recursion, and this can help 
distinguish substantive projects from trivial exercises. In particular, given a list of English lexical 
items—think of a good dictionary—it’s easy to specify a procedure that generates all the English 
sentences consisting of items on the list. By contrast, specifying the English sentences is a 
massive job, even if we restrict attention to ordinary vocabulary and a single dialect. 
1.1  Going Too Far is Easy 
Consider the following short list: ‘I’, ‘eat’, ‘see’, ‘kick’, ‘hay’. The procedure depicted below 
generates every string that can be formed from these lexical items. 

 
To execute this “finite state” procedure, a machine must begin by printing one of the five items, 
as the machine transitions from the initial state to the second state. At which point, the machine 

 
1 Sane investigators will not impose arbitrary restrictions on the evidence they are allowed to 
consider. In particular, they won’t restrict attention to which sentences the animals produce, or 
which strings the animals “recognize” as sentences. If there is evidence that the animals lack a 
certain kind of memory, or that they cannot execute procedures that require counting, an 
investigator who steadfastly ignores such evidence is either deranged or trying to answer a 
different question—e.g., which sentence-generating procedures would be acquired by certain 
aliens, who are subject to different limitations, given data of a certain sort; see §x.y below. 
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can transition to the third state and halt, or return to the first state and then (as it transitions again 
to the second state) append an item to the string produced thus far. This procedure generates 
endlessly many strings, including (4-7). 
  (4) I eat hay  (6) kick see 
  (5) I see hay  (7) eat kick I see I see I hay eat eat hay kick see 

Given any list of English expressions—say, the entries in the unabridged O.E.D.—there 
is a corresponding “universal” procedure that generates every sentence that can be formed from 
items on the list, along with every other string that can be formed from those items. Even if such 
a procedure generates endlessly many sentences, they are generated along with endlessly many 
cases of word salad. This treats sentences as undistinguished members of an unexclusive club.2  

Moreover, to generate every English sentence, a procedure needs a lexicon that is rich 
enough to handle sentences like (8-17). 
  (8) I ate hay    (13) she eats hay 
  (9) I am eating hay   (14) she is eating hay 
  (10) I will eat hay   (15) she has eaten hay 
  (11) I have eaten hay   (16) she kicked her hay 
  (12) I had been eating hay  (17) she saw me kick her hay 
Presumably, speakers of English do not have lexical entries for both ‘kick’ and ‘kicked’, much 
less for ‘eat’, ‘eaten’, ‘eating’, and ‘eats’ (‘had’, ‘have’, ‘having’, and ‘has’), etc. But if 
morphemes like ‘ed’ and ‘en’ are treated as lexical expressions, on a par with ‘kick’ and ‘eat’, 
then the corresponding universal procedure generates strings like (18). 
  (18) eat ed en kick ing ed I ing see en I see ing ing I en hay ed eat eat hay ing 

If the relevant sources of complexity were limited to options like adding past tense to 
verbs, or adding a plural morpheme to nouns like ‘rock’ and ‘cookie’, one might hope to capture 
the facts in terms of procedures like the one depicted below. 

 
This doesn’t yet help with excluding (6) or (7).  

(6) kick see   
(7) eat kick I see +past I hay eat eat +past hay kick see 

But a finite-state procedure can have a “verb track” that differs from a “noun track” in a way that 
allows for strings like (19) without allowing for morpheme salad like (20). 
  (19) I kick+past rock+plural 
  (20) I kick+plural rock+past 

 
2 We can use ‘generate’ so that it’s correct to say that a procedure, P, generates the set, s, that is the extension of P; 
where this doesn’t imply that P generates s in addition to the elements of s. Or we can say that P generates the Xs if 
and only if P generates the Xs and nothing else. But however we talk about what procedures generate, a procedure 
can “yield” both sentences and gibberish in the same way. 
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This assumes that the generable strings do not entirely determine how they are pronounced. But 
this assumption seems unavoidable and independently plausible: ‘kick+past’ gets pronounced in 
a regular English way, as /kɪkt/, while ‘eat+past’ gets pronounced irregularly as /eɪt/.3 

For present purposes, let’s set aside formal variation that reflects grammatical agreement, 
as illustrated with ‘I eat’ and ‘she eats’. At least initially, this variation seems to be semantically 
irrelevant. By contrast, examples like (8-17) highlight a kind of semantically relevant complexity 
that resists characterization in terms of finite-state procedures. In section two, I discuss 
Chomsky’s proposal. Here, let me just note some of the initially bewildering explananda.  

In (8-12), repeated below, the presence or absence of past tense is indicated with the first 
verbal element, which can be a form of ‘eat’, ‘be’, ‘will’, or ‘have’. 
  (8) I ate hay     
  (9) I am eating hay    
  (10) I will eat hay    
  (11) I have eaten hay    
  (12) I had been eating hay 
The morpheme ‘ing’, which appears on ‘eat’ in (9) and (12), seems to be somehow associated 
with the presence of the auxiliary element ‘be’. The morpheme ‘en’, which appears on ‘eat’ in 
(11) and on ‘be’ in (12), seems to require some form of ‘have’. The auxiliary ‘will’ seems to be 
an expression of the same grammatical sort as ‘may’ and ‘can’, as if ‘will’ is not a tense 
morpheme but rather a modal auxiliary that isn’t marked with past tense. To borrow and extend 
Rabi’s quip about the muon: who ordered all of that, and who arranged for the order in which the 
auxiliary elements get delivered? 
 This might seem like a small and quirky window into human language. But there are 
many opportunities for overgeneration, even if the auxiliary elements and verbs like ‘eat’ are on 
a common track that distinguishes them from nouns. For example, many analogs of (9-12) are 
morpheme salad. Consider (9'-12'). 
  (9') I being eat hay    
  (10') I eat will hay    
  (11') I haven eat hay    
  (12') I haven being eated hay 
If children acquire a procedure that generates (9-12) in some way that doesn’t generate (9'-12'), 
then the task is to specify a procedure that generates (9-12) in that way. Overgenerating is a 
symptom of not generating the target strings in the right way. So even if a procedure generates 
(4) and (5) but not (6) and (7), one wants to know if it generates (4) and (5) in the right way. 

 
3 One might go farther and say that a plural noun is the result of adding a morpheme to a count noun that is the 
result of adding a morpheme to a lexical noun as indicated in the revised diagram shown below; cp. Gillon (198x). 

 
This invites the suggestion that ‘rock+count+plural’ gets pronounced as ‘rocks’ (i.e., /rɑks/), but ‘rock+count’ can 
be pronounced as ‘a rock’ (i.e., /ə rɑk/). On this kind of view, ‘hay+count+plural’ is generable though perhaps 
marked as odd for nongrammatical reasons; cp. Borer (200x). 
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(4) I eat hay  (6) kick see 
  (5) I see hay  (7) eat kick I see I see I hay eat eat hay kick see 
 These points bolster Chomsky’s (1957) points about structural homophony, discussed in 
chapter one. Recall that (21) can be understood in two ways, indicated with (21a) and (21b). 
  (21) a woman saw a man with a telescope 

   (21a) A woman saw a man who had a telescope. 
   (21b) A woman saw a man by using a telescope. 

If these ways of understanding the generable string of lexical items correspond to ways of 
generating the string—ways that can be indicated with bracketings like (21S) and (21S')— 

(21S)  [S [NP a woman] [VP saw [NP a [N man [PP with [NP a telescope]]]]]] 
(21S') [S [NP a woman] [VP [VP saw [NP a man]] [PP with [NP a telescope]]]] 

this suggests that humans acquire grammars that don’t generate sentences as mere strings of 
lexical items in the manner of finite-state procedures. We seem to acquire grammars that 
somehow generate sentences in constituency-imposing ways that let us distinguish two or more 
semantically relevant ways of generating the same string. So as discussed in §2.1 of chapter one, 
the absence of readings can be significant. 

For example, (22) cannot be understood as indicated with (22a); 
    (22) this is the library which a woman saw a man reading in 
  (22a) #This is the library such that a woman saw a man who was reading in it. 
While (22) can be understood in another way, this string is interestingly unambiguous. Likewise, 
(23) cannot be understood as (23a); though (23) does have the construal indicated with (23b). 
   (23) was the guest who fed waffles fed the parking meter  
    (23a) #The guest who was fed waffles fed the parking meter? 
    (23b)   The guest who fed waffles was fed the parking meter? 
Similarly, string (24) cannot be understood as (24a). 
  (24) was a vet saw the dog that found 
  (24a) #A vet saw the dog that was found? 
It’s also true that we can’t understand (24) is any other way. In this sense, (24) fails to have even 
one meaning. But this is just a special case of a string having n but not n+1 sentential meanings.  
Likewise, the important point about (12') is that it cannot be understood as a paraphrase of (12). 
  (12') I haven being eated hay 
  (12) I had been eating hay 
 We can use a special symbol like ‘=!’ or ‘🤯’ to note that examples like (24) and (12') are 
incomprehensible; cp. (25), which is grammatically defective, though not in a way that precludes 
understanding it as having the meaning of (25a) as opposed to (275b).  
  (25) the child seems to be sleeping. 
     (25a)   The child seems to be sleeping. 
     (25b) #The child seems sleepy. 
But cases of word salad are special cases of unambiguous strings, and importantly different than 
strings like (26), which we recognize as a sentence akin to (27). 
  (26) colorless green ideas sleep furiously 
  (27) revolutionary ecological ideas arise frequently 
Saying (26) would be bizarre because we know what it means and what it implies; cp. (25).  
 I’ll return to these points about grammaticality and acceptability. For now, just note that 
the important data point regarding (12) and (12') could also be reported by noting that (28) 
cannot be understood as indicated with (28a). 
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  (28) I haven being eated hay 
  (28a) #I had been eating hay. 
The fact that (28) cannot be understood in any other way is not especially surprising. The order 
of the morphemes obviously matters. So let’s suppose that the pronounceable words in (28a)—
a.k.a. (12) above—have the morphological structure indicated in (29). 
  (29) I have+past be+en eat+ing hay 
Then to specify a procedure that generates (29) in the right way, one needs to specify a procedure 
that doesn’t generate alternatives like (29'-29''''). 
  (29') I had being eaten hay 
  (29'') I had beening eat hay 
  (29''') I having was eaten hay 
  (29'''') I had been eating hay  
Chomsky argued that this narrow window into human language reveals that we humans generate 
strings in constituency-imposing ways. Independently, he showed that some recursive procedures 
generate strings in constituency-imposing ways that differ in kind from the ways in which finite-
state procedures generate strings. More specifically, he showed that constituency-imposing 
procedures can generate strings in ways which respect constraints of a sort that cannot be 
respected by finite-state procedures. He then argued that humans generate meaningful 
expressions in ways that respect constraints of this sort. Philosophers who ignore these “details,” 
hoping to study linguistic meaning in a more “general” way, risk missing the target of inquiry. 
1.2  Rewriting and Constituents 
For purposes of explaining the main components of Chomsky’s (1957, 1959) arguments, it can 
be useful to adopt his pedagogical strategy of initially setting natural language aside and focusing 
on some simple procedures that are based on a tiny list of atomic expressions: ‘a’ and ‘b’. This is 
enough to draw some key distinctions, which can then be applied to natural cases; cp. uses of 
Galilean idealization in studies of motion, velocity, and their surprising properties.  

Consider the elementary finite-state procedure depicted with the diagram below.  

  
This procedure generates all and only the strings consisting of one or more tokens of ‘a’ followed 
by one or more tokens of ‘b’. These strings—call them the anbm-strings—include endlessly many 
like ‘aaabb’ and ‘aabbb’, in which the tokens of ‘a’ do not correspond one-to-one with the tokens 
of ‘b’. The anbm-strings also include ‘aaabbb’ and endlessly many other anbn-strings in which 
some tokens of ‘a’ are followed by the same number of tokens of ‘b’. So an anbm-procedure (i.e., 
a procedure that generates all and only the anbm-strings) generates the anbn-strings along with all 
the other anbm-strings. But no finite-state procedure generates all and only the anbn-strings.  

A finite-state procedure can require that each token of ‘a’ precede each token of ‘b’, since 
a procedure of this kind can permit production of ‘b’-tokens only after each possible call for an 
‘a’-token. But no such procedure can require that ‘b’-tokens be produced in one-to-one 
correspondence with whatever ‘a’-tokens were produced. Imposing this constraint requires 
resources of another sort, corresponding to a minimal kind of memory, and likewise for many 
constraints involving symmetries that can exhibited over arbitrarily long distances. 
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 Chomsky (1956, 1957, 1959) made this point in terms of the “rewrite” systems developed 
by Post (1943). Post showed how the expressions of certain invented languages can be described 
as the formulae that can be derived via certain rules for how to rewrite some specified symbols 
that include a privileged “start symbol,” which serves as the first line of each derivation. For 
example, the two-rule procedure shown in (30) generates all and only the anbn-strings. 

(30)   (i)  S è ab 
    (ii) S è aSb 
The first rule in (30) permits rewriting ‘S’ as ‘ab’. The second rule is recursive; it permits 
rewriting ‘S’ as ‘aSb’. Taken together, these rules permit derivations like the three below. 
   S   [start]      S     [start]      S           [start] 
   ab  [via (i)]         aSb   [via (ii)] aSb       [via (ii)] 
        aabb  [via (i)]   aaSbb   [via (ii)] 
        aaabbb  [via (i)] 
A capacity to rewrite is a powerful resource. It can be used, for example, to produce a token of 
‘a’ together with exactly one token of ‘b’. This allows for procedures like (30), which ensures 
that in each generable string, the tokens of ‘a’ correspond one-to-one with the tokens of ‘b’.  

The power of rewriting can also be used to generate all and only the anbm-strings. 
Consider the procedure specified with (31). 

(31)    (i)   S è LR 
  (ii)  L è aL 
  (iii) L è a 
  (iv) R è bR 
  (v)  R è b 

Capital letters are rewritable symbols, and if any such symbol appears in a derivation, it must be 
rewritten at lower line. Lower case letters are terminal symbols that cannot be rewritten. So the 
last line of a derivation—the analog of a machine halting—will consist entirely of lower case 
letters, and it will be the first such line. Procedure (31) licenses the derivation below for ‘aaabb’. 
   S [start]           
   LR [via (i)] 
                       aLR [via (ii)]               
                        aaLR [via (ii)]   
             aaaR [via (iii)]   
            aaabR [via (iv)]       

          aaabb [via (v)]    
Because of the rewritable symbols ‘L’ and ‘R’, there is more than one derivation for each 

string that (31) generates. Consider two other derivations of ‘aaabb’. 
         S [start]    S [start] 
     LR [via (i)]  LR [via (i)] 
                        LbR [via (iv)]           aLR [via (ii)] 
                          Lbb [via (v)]           aLbR [via (iv)] 
                         aLbb [via (ii)]         aaLbR [via (ii)] 

aaLbb [via (ii)]          aaLbb [via (v)]   
       aaabb [via (iii)]          aaabb [via (iii)]   

 
There is an obvious sense in which these formally distinct derivations are equivalent. The same 
rules are invoked the same number of times. In any derivation of an anbm-string from (31):  
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rules (i), (iii), and (v) will each be invoked exactly once; rule (ii) will be invoked n–1 times; and 
rule (iv) will be invoked m–1 times. So for each derivable string, the rules determine an 
equivalence class of derivations for that string, and this class of derivations can be depicted with 
a tree diagram like the one below. 
      S 
              /      \ 
            L        R 

       /   \     /   \ 
         a    L   b   R 
               /  \        | 
             a   L      b 

       | 
       a 

This tree does not depict any particular derivation of ‘aaabb’ from (31). And by hypothesis, (31) 
generates strings that consist of tokens of ‘a’ followed by tokens of ‘b’. Procedure (31) does not 
generate trees. But it does generate strings in structured ways that can be depicted with trees.  

This talk of generating strings in structured ways is not mysterious. A rewrite procedure 
generates strings via derivations that exhibit certain specifiable equivalences. Put another way, 
the tree above depicts certain features of how ‘aaabb’ must be derived from (31), and it does this 
by not depicting certain features of particular derivations. Each derivation of an anbm-string 
invokes rules (ii-v) in a certain order from which the tree abstracts.  
 This is not to say that derivational details never matter. Suppose we add the rewrite rules 
‘S è LX’ and ‘X è aR’ to (31), thereby obtaining procedure (32). 

(32)    (i)   S è LR  (vi)  S è LX 
  (ii)  L è aL  (vii) X è aR 
  (iii) L è a 
  (iv) R è bR 
  (v)  R è b 

Adding (vi) and (vii) does not add any generable strings. Like (31), (32) generates all and only 
the anbm-strings. And ‘aaabb’ can be derived from (32) via each of the three derivations above. 
But given rules (vi) and (vii), ‘aaabb’ can also be derived from (32) in a new way that is 
illustrated with the derivation on the left and depicted more abstractly with the tree on the right. 
   S [start]        S      
   LX [via (vi)]                 /      \ 
                       aLX [via (ii)]                  L        X        
   aaX [via (ii)]                   /   \       /   \ 
             aaaR [via (vii)]       a     L    a   R        
            aaabR [via (iv)]              |         /  \              
           aaabb [via (v)]    a       b   R 
            | 
                b 

This toy example of constructional homophony can be supplemented with a stipulated 
denotational semantics. Let ‘a’ and ‘b’ denote the numbers 1 and 2, respectively, and assume the 
following rules for interpreting rewritable strings: each instance of ‘S’ denotes whatever its 
rewrite as ‘LR’ or ‘LX’ denotes; each instance of ‘LR’ or ‘LX’ denotes whatever the instance of 
‘L’ denotes raised to the power of whatever the instance of ‘R’ or ‘X’ denotes; each instance of 
‘aL’ or ‘aR’ denotes whatever ‘a’ denotes plus whatever the instance of ‘L’ or ‘R’ denotes; and 
each instance of ‘bR’ denotes whatever ‘b’ denotes times whatever the instance of ‘R’ denotes. 
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Then as derived in the first way, ‘aaabb’ denotes 81 since, (1 + (1 + 1))(2 x 2) = 34 = 81. But as 
derived in the second way, ‘aaabb’ denotes 32, since (1 + 1)(1 + (2 x 2)) = 25 = 32. In which case, the 
distinct equivalence classes of derivations correspond to distinct denotations.4 

This provides a toy model of how rewrite systems, or “phrase structure grammars,” can 
allow for (semantically significant) constructional homophony in ways that no finite-state 
procedure can. I’ll return to this important point. But note that we also have examples of distinct 
procedures that generate all and only the anbm-strings. Procedures (31) and (32) are both rewrite 
procedures; and in this sense, they are of the same ilk, even if (32) permits two ways of deriving 
each derivable string, while (31) permits only one way of deriving each derivable string. But (31) 
differs in kind from its extensionally equivalent finite-state analog, which is shown again below.  
 

 
We can, if we want to, say that the finite-state procedure generates ‘aaabb’ in the way 

depicted with a trivial bracketing: [a [a [a [b [b]]]]]. A machine that produces a token of ‘aaabb’ 
by executing this procedure does so by producing a token of ‘a’ and then producing a token of 
‘aabb’—which it does by producing a token of ‘a’ and then producing a token of ‘abb’, which it 
does by producing a token of ‘a’ and then producing a token of ‘bb’, which it does by producing 
a token of ‘b’ and then producing a token of ‘b’. Very boring. There is no interesting sense in 
which the finite-state procedure treats ‘aaa’ or ‘bb’, but not ‘aaab’ and ‘abb’, as constituents of 
‘aaabb’. Though as procedure (32) shows, the point isn’t that an anbm-generator cannot treat 
‘abb’ as a constituent of ‘aaabb’. The point is that a finite-state anbm-generator doesn’t treat any 
nonatomic substring of ‘aaabb’ as a constituent. Correlatively, no finite-state procedure imposes 
distinct constituency structures on any of the strings it generates. In revolutionary slogan form: 
no constructional homophony without constituency. 

With this in mind, recall that procedure (30) generates all and only the anbn-strings.   
(30)   (i)  S è ab 

    (ii) S è aSb 
For example, ‘aaabbb’ can be derived in the way indicated with the following bracketing:  
[S a [S a [S ab] b] b]. Because (30) is such a simple procedure, each derivable string has exactly 
one derivation; so each equivalence class of derivations has a single member. But ‘aaabbb’ is 
still derived from (30) in a way that treats ‘ab’ and ‘aabb’ as constituents of ‘aaabbb’. No     
finite-state procedure generates strings in this derivational way that ensures the one-to-one 
correspondence between the tokens of ‘a’ and the tokens of ‘b’. 

A finite-state machine produces strings in linear fashion, with no memory of what (if 
anything) it has already done. By contrast, a rewrite machine employs a limited kind of memory 
regarding the immediately preceding step of a derivation—as when ‘aaabbb’ is derived from 

 
4 Using brackets to provide structural descriptions of strings, we can say that the denotation of  
[S [L a [L a [La]]][R b [R b]]]—i.e., the denotation of ‘aaabb’ relative to the first way of deriving it—is the number 
obtained by raising the denotation of [L a [L a [L a]]] to the power that is the denotation of [R b [R b]], and that the 
denotation of [S [L a [L a]][X a [R b [R b]]]] is likewise the number obtained by raising the denotation of [L a [L a ]] to 
the power that is the denotation of [X a [R b [R b]]]. Letting ‘Den(S)’ stand for the denotation of expression S, we can 
then formulate the following generalizations: Den([S [L …][R/X …]]) = Exponentiate{Den([L …]), Den([R/X …])};  
Val([L a [L/R …]) = 1 + Val([L/R …]); Val([R b [R …]) = 2 x Val([R …]). 
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‘aaSbb’, which was derived from ‘aSb’, which was derived from ‘S’.5 This difference, which 
might seem small, allows for constituency and corresponding limitations on generating strings.   
 As (30) illustrates, rewrite rules can generate strings that exhibit certain symmetries that 
are not exhibited by the outputs of any finite-state procedure. As another example, Chomsky 
noted that no finite-state procedure (henceforth, FSP) generates all and only the strings 
consisting of a substring followed by its mirror image—e.g., ‘abbabbabba’, in which ‘babba’ 
follows ‘abbab’. But (33) does the job, as shown with the corresponding derivation and tree. 
  (33)  (i)  S è aa  S [start]   S 
          (ii)  S è bb           aSa [via (iii)]          /   |    \  
         (iii)  S è aSa         abSba [via (iv)]          a    S    a 
         (iv)  S è bSb       abbSbba [via (iv)]           /  |   \ 
         abbaSabba [via (iii)]          b  S   b    
                   abbabbabba [via (ii)]             / | \ 
                   b  S  b 
           / | \ 
                     a S a 
              | 
             bb 
1.3  Rewriting but not Inverting 
Recapitulating the main point of §1.1, generating every string consisting of items from a given 
lexicon is easy. The procedure shown below generates all of the anbn-strings, every other string 
consisting of one or more tokens of ‘a’ or ‘b’, and the empty string for good measure.  

 
So a simple kind of recursion, indicated with the “loops” above, is enough to generate the 
endlessly many strings that can be formed from a given lexicon. To generate the strings that also 
respect certain constraints, further resources are required. But unsurprisingly, for each FSP, there 
is an extensionally equivalent rewrite procedure (henceforth, RP). In this sense, rewriting is 
powerful enough to do whatever finite-state recursion can do and also do some things—e.g., 
generating all and only the anbn-strings—that are beyond the power of “mere loop” recursion.  

Recall (31), which generates all and only the anbm-strings, and its finite-state counterpart.  
 

 
As the parallels between these extensionally equivalent procedures suggest, effects of finite-state 
transitions can be reproduced with rewrite rules that licence derivations. Note that one of the 

 
5 Footnote here to Push Down Automata, stacks, and why lines in Rewrite-Derivations don’t have to be numbered; 
cp. note 3 and rules for deriving denotations for strings relative to structural descriptions. 

(31)    (i)   S è LR 
(ii)  L è aL 
(iii) L è a 
(iv) R è bR 
(v)  R è b 
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derivations of ‘aaabb’ from (31) matches—apart from the rewritable symbols—the series of 
strings produced by a machine producing ‘aaabb’ in accord with the FSP. 
 
   S [start]           
   LR [via (i)]       
                       aLR [via (ii)]              a 
                        aaLR [via (ii)]   aa 
             aaaR [via (iii)]   aaa 
            aaabR [via (iv)]  aaab     
           aaabb [via (v)]  aaabb 
 
 Chomsky (1959) showed that this point generalizes: for every FSP, its extension is the 
extension of some RP. But for purposes of studying the human capacity to generate expressions 
recursively, the interest of RPs does not lie with their extensions. The point is that executing such 
procedures requires resources that can be used to generate strings in constituency-imposing 
ways. A mind that produces anbm-strings by acquiring and executing (31), or any extensionally 
equivalent RP, is different in kind from a mind that produces such strings but can only produce 
strings by acquiring and executing FSPs. A mind of the latter sort would be unable to produce 
anbn-strings by acquiring and executing an anbn-procedure; though it might be able to produce 
many anbn-strings in a finite-state way.6 

Correlatively, if we discovered a natural system that acquires and executes various string 
generators but (unbeknownst to us) can only acquire and execute FSPs, then it would be wrong 
to describe this system as executing RPs—even if we managed to formulate RPs that correctly 
capture the extensions of the natural string generators in question. For purposes of describing 
relevant the kind of recursion, appealing to RPs would invoke too much computational power. I 
mention this possibility because in retrospect, it’s also unsurprising that some procedures that are 
computational in Turing’s (193x) sense—and recursive in a correspondingly general sense—
have extensions that are not the extensions of any RPs.  

Given unbounded memory, a Turing Machine can do things that can’t be done with a 
machine that enjoys only the limited memory required to conduct Post-style derivations. This 
already suggests that the powers we humans naturally employ to generate linguistic expressions 
lie somewhere in between the powers of finite-state systems and those of unrestricted Turing 
Machines. But as Chomsky (1959) discussed, a subtler distinction between two kinds of RPs also 
corresponds to a dramatic difference in generative power. Moreover, it seems that our linguistic 
generative powers are different from both kinds of RPs. So if we want to speak of recursive 
systems in a general way, and say that all such systems exhibit some common property of 
recursion, then we should admit that this property is “multiply realizable.” In which case, 
humans may well enjoy a species of recursion that is specific to our species. 

 
6 The universal procedure described at the start of this subsection is extensionally equivalent to the following 
procedure that permits rewriting ‘S’ as the empty string: S è Æ; S è aS; S è bS. Similarly, it’s easy to imagine a 
machine that (i) has the capacities required to compute the absolute value of the result of subtracting one from an 
input, but (ii) lacks the capacities required to compute the non-negative square root of the result of squaring an 
input, subtracting its double, and then adding one. Using terminology from Church (1941)—see note 14 of chapter 
one—we can say that such a machine is able to compute the function-in-intension (or procedure) lx.|x – 1|, but not 
the extensionally equivalent function-in-intension lx.+Ö|x2 – 2x + 1|. 
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 Following a long tradition, let’s say that FSPs allow for loops but not self-embedding, 
while RPs do allow for self-embedding, which can be used to capture the recursive effects of 
finite-state loops. (This is one way of getting at why RPs can do whatever FSPs can do.) 
Chomsky also distinguished “context-free” rewriting from “context-sensitive” rewriting. The 
latter allows for a kind of inversion that is not supported by context-free rewriting. 

To get an initial feel for the difference, compare (33) with (34). 
(33)  R è b   (34)  aR è ab 

Given (33), the context-free rule, ‘aLRb’ can be rewritten as ‘aLbb’. But the context-sensitive 
rule, (34), is more conservative; it licenses rewriting a token of ‘R’ as a token of ‘b’ only when 
the token of ‘R’ is preceded by token of ‘a’. Both rules license rewriting ‘aRb’ as ‘abb’. But (33) 
is the more permissive rule. Once again, the additional resource—in this case, being able to make 
rewriting depend on the context—allows for tighter restrictions on generable strings.  

We can say that rewrite rules have the general form shown in (35), where g is not X itself. 
(35) aXb è agb 

Then we can think of (36) as licensing only rewrites of ‘aSR’ trios as ‘abR’ trios. 
  (36) aSR è abR 
In this sense, (36) sometimes permits replacing a token of ‘S’ with a token of ‘b’, but only when 
the token of ‘S’ is flanked on its left by a token of ‘a’ and flanked on its right by a token of ‘R’. 
Rule (34) permits rewriting ‘aR’ duos as ‘ab’ duos; though replacement of ‘R’ is still sensitive to 
what’s on its left. By contrast, (33) permits replacing ‘R’ with ‘b’ in any context, regardless of 
what appears to the left or right of ‘R’. So context-free rules like (33) can be viewed as 
especially unrestricted cases of rewrite rules.7 

To illustrate the power of context-sensitive rules, it’s useful to add a third letter to our toy 
lexicon and contrast the anbncn-strings like ‘aaabbbccc’ with the an(bc)n-strings like ‘aaabcbcbc’. 
The two context-free rules in (37) generate all and only the an(bc)n-strings. 

 (37)     (i)  S è aSbc   
(ii) S è abc 

Procedure (38) is extensionally equivalent, and each of its four rules is context-free. 
(38)  (i)   S è a S B C 

            (ii)  S è a B C 
            (iii) B è b 
            (iv) C è c 
Diagrams (37D) and (38D) show the structures of corresponding derivations for ‘aaabcbcbc’.  
  (37D)     S  (38D)     S 
              /    |    \     /      |            |   \ 
             a     S    bc  a       S          B   C 

             /  |  \       /  |    |  \      |     | 
               a  S bc        a  S   B C    b    c 
        |            / | \    |   | 
                 abc      a B C  b  c  

              |   | 
               b   c 

 
7 It might have been better to call such rules context-insensitive, or to retain Chomsky’s (1959) talk of three classes 
or “types” of procedures, corresponding to three increasingly restrictive limitations on Turing machines: “type 1” 
includes what have come to be called the context-sensitive rewrite procedures; “type 2” excludes these but includes 
the more restrictive (context-free) rewrite procedures; “type 3” excludes these but includes the finite-state procedure. 
A language is said to be of type n if it is the extension of a type n grammar. So every type 3 language is also a type 2 
language, and hence a type 1 language. But the typology concerns procedures, not sets of strings. 
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As this contrast suggests, there is no unique derivational structure for the an(bc)n-strings, even 
though the set of all and only these strings is the extension of a context-free rewrite procedure. 
(Let’s say that a procedure is context free if each of its rules is context free.) But for each 
an(bc)n-string, there is both a corresponding equivalence class of derivations from (37) that can 
be depicted with a tree like (37D), and a corresponding equivalence class of derivations from 
(38) that can be depicted with a tree like (38D). The anbncn-strings are importantly different. To 
generate all and only these strings, context-sensitive rules are required, and these rules don’t 
preserve the kind of constituency structure depicted with (37D) or (38D). 
  Procedure (39) generates all and only the anbncn-strings.8 

 (39)  (i)       S è a S B C  
(ii)      S è a B C     
(iii)  a B è a b  (vii)  C B è C X   
(iv)  b B è b b  (viii) C X è Y X   
(v)   b C è b c  (ix)   Y X è Y C 
(vi)  c C è c c  (x)    Y C è B C  

Rules (i) and (ii) are identical to the first two rules in (38). These rules are context-free. 
Moreover, (i) is the only self-embedding rule, and (ii) is the only other rule that permits 
lengthening the result of a previous step in derivation. Since (i) and (ii) are also the only rules 
containing the start symbol ‘S’, derivations from (39) will begin in the same way as 
corresponding derivations from (38), with the structure indicated in (38D). But rules (iii-x) are 
context-sensitive, and this makes a difference.  

Given rules (vii-x), we can safely assume the following “derived rule:” CB è BC.  
This rule, (INVERT), is not itself of the form “aXb è agb.” But each rewrite that is licensed by 
(INVERT) can be spelled out, in four derivational steps, via (vii-x). For example, ‘aaaBCBCBC’ 
can be replaced with ‘aaaBBCCBC’ in four steps via (vii-x), or in one step via (INVERT). Either 
way, the leftmost instance of ‘CB’ in ‘aaaBCBCBC’ is replaced with ‘BC’, as shown below.   
 

 aaaBCBCBC    aaaBCBCBC    
  aaaBCXCBC     via (vii) 
  aaaBYXCBC     via (viii) 

aaaBYCCBC     via (ix) 
aaaBBCCBC     via (x)  aaaBBCCBC     via (INVERT) 

 
Here, underlining indicates the target for the next rewrite, and boldface indicates the change 
created by the previous rewrite. In short, (vii-x) license ‘CB’-to-‘BC’ inversion. And as 
Chomsky (1959) stressed, inversion reflects the crucial respect in which context-sensitive 
rewriting is more powerful that context-free rewriting. 

Given context-sensitive rewriting, an an(bc)n-procedure like (38) can easily be modified 
into an anbncn-procedure like (39). As shown in the derivation below, the context-sensitivity of 
(39) permits rewriting ‘aaaBCBCBC’ as ‘aaaBBBCCC’, and then rewriting ‘aaaBBBCCC’ as 
‘aaabbbccc’. The lines of the derivation are numbered for ease of reference. 
 

 
8 To be explicit, these are the strings consisting of some tokens of ‘a’, followed by the same number of tokens of ‘b’, 
followed by exactly that many tokens of ‘c’. By contrast, the an(bc)n-strings are those consisting of some tokens of 
‘a’ followed by that many tokens of ‘bc’. 
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1.           S         [start] 
     2.     aSBC  via (i)     

3. aaSBCBC  via (i)           
4. aaaBCBCBC  via (ii)               
5. aaaBBCCBC  via (INVERT) 

  6. aaaBBCBCC  via (INVERT) 
7.  aaaBBBCCC  via (INVERT)  
8. aaabBBCCC   via (iii)                
9. aaabbBCCC   via (iv)     
10. aaabbbCCC   via (iv)     
11. aaabbbcCC  via (v)    
12. aaabbbccC   via (vi) 
13. aaabbbccc  via (vi) 

In general, any anbncn-string can be derived from (39) as follows: use the context-free rules to 
write the corresponding instance of anBC(BC)n-1, as at line 4 of the derivation above; then invert 
the instances of CB to yield the corresponding instance of anBBn-1CCn-1 , as at line 7; rewrite as 
the corresponding instance of anbBn-1CCn-1, using rule (iii), as at line 8; using rule (iv) 
successively, rewrite to obtain the corresponding instance of anbnCCn-1, as at line 10; rewrite as 
the corresponding instance anbncCn-1, using rule (v), as at line 11; then use rule (vi) successively 
to obtain an instance of anbncn, as at line 13. No context-free procedure generates strings in this 
“recurse and invert” way.  

Now consider the two diagrams below. The one on the left corresponds to the first four 
lines of the derivation above; cp. (38D). The diagram on the right shows the effect of replacing 
‘aaaBCBCBC’ with ‘aaaBBCCBC’ at line 5. 

      S     S 
/  |      |   \                /  |      |   \        

          a    S    B   C      a    S    B   C 
/ |  | \                / |  | \       

          a S B C         a S  |  C 
                        /|\                       /|\  |      
                      aBC                  aB \ |         
                                          |\ 
                    BC 
On the left, none of the branches cross, and ‘aBC’ is represented as a unit that is headed with ‘S’. 
More specifically, ‘aBC’ is represented as an immediate descendant of the instance of ‘S’ that is 
an immediate descendant of the instance of ‘S’ that is an immediate descendant of the initial 
instance of ‘S’. But on the right, the indicated inversion inserts a previously introduced instance 
of ‘B’ into ‘aBC’, thereby obliterating the status of ‘aBC’ as a unit with a certain derivational 
ancestry. As the crossing branches show, the instance of ‘B’ introduced at line 3—i.e., the 
instance of ‘B’ that was introduced as a sister of the instance of ‘S’ that was rewritten as ‘aBC’ 
at line 4—gets injected into ‘aBC’. Correlatively, ‘aBBC’ is not an immediate descendant of 
anything, much less an immediate descendant of some instance of ‘S’.  
 The subsequent uses of (INVERT), at lines 6 and 7 of the derivation, correspond to 
further crossing branches as shown below. 
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         S 
        /  |      |   \        

       a    S     |   C 
           / |  | \  |     

       a S  |   \| 
          /|\  |    |\ 
                             aB \ |   |  \      
                                        |\  |     \ 
                  B \|      C 

             |\ 
                BC 
 
At this point, not even the original rewrite of ‘S’ as ‘aSBC’ can be viewed as a unit that 
corresponds to a chunk of the eventual string ‘aaabbbccc’. The instance of ‘B’ that was 
introduced at line 2 ends up preceding the instance of ‘C’ that was introduced at line 4 as a 
descendant of the instance of ‘S’ that descends from the line-2 instance of ‘S’, which preceded 
the line-2 instance of ‘B’. Given (INVERT), an initial instance of ‘B’—introduced in a rewrite of 
an initial instance of ‘S’—can be injected into one of its sisters, nieces, grand-nieces, etc.  

In this sense, inversion makes it possible to obliterate the constituency structure that is 
initially imposed by context-free rules like “S è a S B C” and “S è a B C”. So if human 
grammars do not operate in ways that can obliterate such constituency structure, then these 
grammars do not have the “inverting power” of context-sensitive PSGs. 
1.4 Constructional Homophony Again [LasnikKupin sets of strings, reduced PMs; Stowell 81] 
2.  Human Recursion 
There is an obvious sense in which FSPs can be unbounded. This simple kind of recursion—call 
it looping—requires no memory. Strings produced in this way are produced in linear fashion, not 
via structured derivations that can exhibit equivalences as described above. By contrast, RPs 
invoke a more powerful kind of recursion that allows for self-embedding and inequivalent 
derivations of the same string. (One can say that rewriting is a kind of looping; but then looping 
can be realized in a memory-free FSP way or a derivational RP way.) Context free rewriting, 
which requires only a limited kind of memory, preserves any derivational structure imposed on 
generable strings. This is reflected in the trees or “phrase markers” that summarize equivalence 
classes of derivations from context free rules. Context sensitive rewriting, which requires 
additional resources, makes it possible to derive strings via constituency-imposing rewrites and 
further rewrites that efface constituency structure by inverting the order of rewritable symbols. 
Turing machines, with unbounded memory, are even more powerful. In this sense, there are 
several increasingly strong kinds of recursion. But each of them seems to differ, as we’ll see, 
from the species of recursion exhibited by the grammars that humans naturally acquire and use. 
This human recursion may be like context free rewriting in terms of computational power 
required. But we shouldn’t assume that the grammars we acquire are RPs, much less RPs whose 
generable expressions are sentences, as if ‘Start’ and ‘Sentence’ are somehow theoretically 
equivalent. For humans, the relevant kind of recursion may be better characterized in terms of a 
capacity to “merge” lexical items in some open-ended way (cp. Chomsky 1995b), with phrases 
emerging as generative consequences. (So as discussed in section three, we shouldn’t assume 
that sentences are somehow prior to lexical items.) In this section, I review the relevance of 
Chomsky’s (1957) appeal to transformations in his initial models of human grammars. 
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2.1  Transforming without Inverting 
Before turning to natural linguistic examples, it’s useful to consider a simple modification of the 
anbn-procedure discussed in §1.2 above. Imagine appending a rule that calls for appending a 
token of ‘#’ to each string that ends with a token of ‘b’. The original RP is indicated below on 
the left, and the modified procedure is shown on the right; 
  S è ab   S è ab 
  S è aSb   S è aSb 
      …b u…b# 
where ‘u’ signifies a mandatory transformation of a terminal string of a derivation from the RP. 
The second procedure generates all and only the anbn#-strings. In terms of their extensions, these 
two procedures are maximally distinct. No string is generated by both, even though there is an 
obvious sense in which the first procedure is the main part of the second.  

In this case, the modified procedure is extensionally equivalent to a simple RP: S è X#; 
X è aXb; X è ab. But consider a slightly more interesting case, starting with procedure (40). 
  (40)      (i)  S è LR  (iv) R è bR 
   (ii)  L è aL  (v)  R è b 
   (iii) L è a  (vi) S è O(S) 
Rules (i-v), taken by themselves, generate all and only the anbm-strings; cp. procedure (31), 
discussed in §1.2 above. Adding rule (vi) adds endlessly more strings like ‘O(abb)’ and 
‘O(O(abb))’ via derivations like the one below. 
  S  start 
  O(S)  via (vi) 
  O(O(S)) via (vi) 
  O(O(LR)) via (i) 
  O(O(aR)) via (iii) 
  O(O(abR)) via (iv) 
  O(O(abb)) via (v) 
The pattern of the additional ‘O(…)’-strings is: for some positive integer k, k tokens of ‘O(‘ 
followed by an anbm-string, followed by k tokens of ‘)’. The anbm-strings can be viewed as “base” 
cases where k = 0. But now consider the procedure that extends (40) with the mandatory 
transformational rule (40-vii).  
  (40-vii)  O… u…O 
Given this procedure, a derivation from (40) must be extended by a final step of “moving” a 
token of ‘O’ from the start of the terminal string to the end of that string—e.g., converting 
‘O(O(abb))’ into ‘(O(abb)))O’. But this requirement can be met only if the string derived from 
(40) is an‘O(…)’-string. So adding (40-vii) to (40) de-legitimates every derivation of a mere 
anbm-string. Correlatively, each generable string is an instance of ‘(…)O’ with a superficially 
bizarre form: a token of ‘(’ followed by k–1 tokens of ‘O(‘, followed by an anbm-string, followed 
by k tokens of ‘)’, followed by a token of ‘O’.  

From a procedural perspective, adding (40-vii) to (40) is a trivial afterthought: erase the 
first token of ‘O’, and add a token of ‘O’ at the end. From an extensional perspective, the 
difference is huge. No string is generated by both procedures. In particular, no anbm-string is 
generated by the modified procedure, which generates all and only the ([O(]k–1anbm)kO-strings; 
cp. the an[bc]n-strings. Each string generated by the modified procedure contains an anbm-string. 
But from an extensional perspective, a system that produces the strings generated by the 
modified procedure can seem mysteriously different than a system that produces the strings 
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generated by (40). In one respect, the first system will seem more restrictive, since it delivers no 
“bare” anbm-strings. In another respect, the first system will seem just as productive, since the 
anbm-strings are somehow “in there.” But in another respect, the two systems will seem wildly 
different, since they don’t produce any common strings, or even any strings that “surround” 
some anbm-strings in the same way. To get at the respects in which the systems are fundamentally 
alike, one needs to describe the systems as executing procedures that differ only in a small way 
that targets strings of lexical items—none of which can be rewritten—even if the corresponding 
extensions are maximally different. 

With this toy model of a transformation in mind, consider (41-46). 
 (41) she ate   (44) she has eaten    
 (42) she was eating  (45) she had been eating  
 (43) she will eat  (46) she will have been eating    

But before focusing on the complexities of (42-46), note that in these examples reversing ‘she’ 
and the adjacent auxiliary element yields the corresponding interrogative sentences (42Q-46Q).9 

     (44Q) has she eaten    
 (42Q) was she eating  (45Q) had she been eating  

  (43Q) will she eat  (46Q) will she have been eating 
By contrast, reversing ‘she’ and ‘ate’ in (41) yields the grammatically defective string ‘ate she’. 
But (47) and (47Q) fit the general pattern, which extends to (48), (48Q) and the correspondingly 
negated versions of (42-46); where won't is the relevant form of will not. 
  (47) she did eat  (47Q) did she eat 

(48) she didn’t eat  (48Q) didn't she eat 
 Initially, one might be tempted to describe this pattern in terms of a context-sensitive 
rewrite procedure like (49), which permits a certain kind of inversion. 
  (49)   (i)  S è NP VP  (iv) NP è she 
     (ii) VP è M V  (v) M è will 
   (iii) NP M è M NP  (vi)  V è eat 
Think of ‘M’ as indicating a modal auxiliary like ‘may’ or ‘can’. Given procedure (49), 
sentences (43) and (43Q) can be derived as shown below. 
       S  [start]        S  [start] 
  NP VP  via (i)   NP VP  via (i) 
  NP M V via (ii)   NP M V via (ii) 
  she M V via (iv)    M NP V via (iii) 
  she will eat via (v)              will NP V  via (v)  
  she will eat via (vi)              will she V  via (iv)  
        will she eat  via (vi)  
If this description of (43Q) is correct, then as indicated on the third lines of these derivations, 
(43Q) is like (43) in being an S of form “NP M V.” This seems to imply that ‘will’ is an NP, and 
‘she’ is an M. It doesn’t help to add that given the fourth line of the derivation on the right, (43Q) 
is also of the form “M NP V.” This just highlights the point that inversion effaces constituency 
structure; see Chomsky (1959, p. 148). It seems more plausible to say that (43Q) is somehow a 
transform of (43)—as opposed to a string with its own derivation from a procedure like (49)—
and that (43Q) is likewise a transform of (43), even though ‘did’ is distributionally unlike ‘will.’   

 
9 Perhaps these sentences include unpronounced mood markers. But however (42:I-46:I) are 
generated, these strings are as sentential as (42-46). 
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This is not to deny that human grammars generate expressions in ways that exhibit 
sensitivity to certain contexts in which expressions can appear. On the contrary, since ‘she eat’ 
cannot understood as a complete declarative sentence, it seems that the present tense form of 
‘eat’ appears as ‘eats’ with a third-person subject. And as examples like (50) remind us, a verb 
can be arbitrarily far from a noun it agrees with. 

(50) the dogs that chased the cat that is in the tree are barking 
This suggests that human grammars are neither context-free RPs nor context-sensitive RPs. But 
in terms of the computational powers they employ, our grammars seem like a layered system that 
combines a context-free “base” with limited “transformations” that target certain constituents for 
displacement operations. A system of this sort can generate strings not generated by its base, in 
ways that mimic a context-sensitive RP that employs inversion in very limited way.  

In one sense, adding transformational rules to a context-free RP is a complication; and 
even if the space of potential transformations is constrained, overgeneration is—as always—a 
serious concern. But adding this kind of layered complexity, as opposed to positing ad hoc 
constraints on context-sensitive rewrite rules, may lead to overall economy. 

[I]f we have a transformation that simplifies the grammar and leads from 
sentences to sentences in a large number of cases (i.e., a transformation under 
which the set of grammatical sentences is very nearly closed), then we attempt to 
assign constituent structure to sentences in such a way that this transformation 
always leads to grammatical sentences, thus simplifying the grammar even further 
(Chomsky 1957, p. 83). 

Arguments that human grammars impose but don’t erase constituency structure are interwoven 
with arguments that these grammars target constituents for transformations in constrained ways. 
But for just this reason, one wants to see lots of independent evidence of strings being generated 
in relevantly layered ways. So let’s now return to the complexities of English auxiliaries. 
 Sentences (41-46) seem to be strings of morphemes that can be indicated more explicitly 
with (41'-46'); where ‘eat+past’ and ‘be+past’ are pronounced as ‘ate’ and ‘was’. 
  (41') she eat+past  (44') she have eat+en 

 (42') she be+past eat+ing (45') she have+past be+en eat+ing 
 (43') she will eat  (46') she will have be+en eat+ing 

The pronunciations also reflect morphological agreement, so that the result of combining the  
3rd-person pronoun ‘she’ with ‘have’ is pronounced as ‘she has’. (Compare: ‘I eat’, ‘you eat’, 
‘she eats’.) Given examples like (42) and (44), let’s assume that the progressive morpheme ‘ing’ 
is somehow associated with ‘be’, while the perfective morpheme ‘en’ is somehow associated 
with ‘have’.10 Let’s also assume that ‘will’ is indeed a modal auxiliary. We can and should say 
that ‘will’ and ‘would’ are associated with tense markers. But this is compatible with the now 
standard view that English offers exactly two simple tenses: past, unpast. These basic options can 
be combined with other elements as in (42'-46'), with ‘will’ and ‘have’ spelled out more 
explicitly as ‘will+unpast’ and ‘have+unpast’. 
 If ‘could have been eating’ is a string of seven morphemes—can, past, have, be, en, eat, 
ing—there are more than 5,000 logically possible linear orders of the elemental constituents. 

 
10 The passive and/or adjectival ‘it was eaten’ seems to be a different construction. English 
morphemes exhibit both irregularity and homophony; the pronunciation of ‘en’ is neither 
necessary nor sufficient for perfective, which can also be indicated with the pronunciation of 
‘ed’, as in ‘she has kicked the hay, and she has eaten/taken/seen the apple that I had picked’. 
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Only one of these permutations is grammatical. If we think of each element as being optional, 
that more than doubles the possibilities.11 But almost all of these logically possible options are 
cases of morpheme salad, like ‘haven can being ate’, ‘been have eat’, and ‘can aten having be’. 
While the auxiliary elements apart from tense are indeed optional, their order seems to be fixed 
in an initially puzzling way. As illustrated with (41-46), tense appears on the main verb in the 
simplest cases; though given ‘have’ or ‘be’, ‘en’ or ‘ing’ ends up on the main verb. So while 
there are finitely many attested permutations, listing them would merely highlight the 
explanandum: who ordered them?   
 If we describe (41-46) as sentences that have Subject-Predicate form, the point is that the 
grammatical predicates are bewilderingly various yet also severely constrained. Even ignoring 
verb phrases like ‘ate hay’ and ‘was clever’, in which a tensed verbal element combines with a 
noun or adjective, ‘ate’ already exhibits a kind of structure that permits elaboration into the 
phrase ‘could have been eating’ but no other permutation of the morphological constituents. This 
makes concerns about overdetermination especially vivid, and not just because it’s easy to 
specify a finite-state procedure that generates all the generable strings. We want to know what 
kind of computational power is needed to generate the grammatical predicates, without also 
generating gibberish, and what kind of computational power humans use to generate (41-46).  

If past-tense can be attached to ‘have’ or ‘be’ or a main verb that is also a potential 
landing site for ‘en’ or ‘ing’, then one might think that generating all and only the grammatical 
predicates requires the power of context sensitive rewriting—illustrated in derivations of anbncn-
strings from procedure (39); see §1.3 above. But suppose that this much power isn’t required, 
and that when children are confronted with uses of English auxiliaries, they acquire grammars 
that don’t employ this kind of computational power. If children find other ways to accommodate 
attested examples, via transformational grammars that impose and cannot erase constituency 
structure, this suggests that humans are designed to acquire grammars of some such limited kind.  

Chomsky proposed a model in terms of a modified context-free RP, recognizing that this 
model was inadequate in many respects. But (51) illustrates how a simple but layered procedure 
can, like (40) above, generate strings that exhibit puzzlingly complex patterns. 

 
(51) (i) S è NP VP (v) AUX è T (M) (have +en) (be +ing)  

(ii) VP è AUX V (vi)   T è +past, +unpast 
(iii) NP è she, I (vii) M è will, can, may, must  

     (iv) V è eat  (viii) string u AffixesGoRight(string)   
   
Rule (v) encodes the idea that T, for Tense, is a mandatory part of any rewrite of AUX; the other 
elements are optional, as indicated with the parentheses, but with a fixed order. The specific 
tense morphemes, ‘en’, and ‘ing’—indicated with ‘+’—are affixes that get displaced by the 
transformational operation (viii). This operation converts a string with affixes to the 
corresponding string in which each affix is attached to the lexical item on its right. For example, 
applying the “AffixesGoRight”-operation to ‘+past can have +en be +ing eat’ yields the string 
‘can+past have be+en eat+ing’ which gets pronounced as ‘could have been eating’. 

 
11 6! for each choice of 6 (i.e., 6! x 7 = 5040), 5! for each choice of 5 (i.e., 5! x 7!/5!x2! = 2520), 
4! for each choice of 4 (i.e., 4! x 7!/4!x3! = 840), and about 250 more. If we add ‘do’ and ‘not’ to 
the list of options, the possible but unattested options are further multiplied. 
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 Given the first four rules in (51), the first five lines of a derivation from this procedure 
can be as follows: S; NP VP; NP AUX V; she AUX V; she AUX eat. Derivations for ‘she ate’, 
‘she has eaten’, and ‘she will have been eating’ can continue as shown below. 
 
    she    T  eat       she     T     have +en eat          she       T     M  have +en be +ing eat 
    she +past eat     she +unpast have +en eat          she       T    will have +en be +ing eat 
u she eat+past   u she have+unpast eat+en          she +unpast will have +en be +ing eat 
     ʃi        eɪt           ʃi        hæz           itən       u she will+unpast have be+en eat+ing 

          ʃi       wɪl            hæv   bɪn       itɪŋ 
 
The strings derived from (51) are indicated with ‘u’, which marks the transformational line 
added to the derivation of the previous line from the context-free “base component” of (51). The 
pronunciations reflect agreement, irregularities, and aspects of the relevant articulatory systems. 
2.2 Auxiliary Inversion Redux 
Recall (43) and (43Q). 

(43) she will eat  (43Q) will she eat  
Both of these sentences are generated by (49). 

(49)   (i)  S è NP VP (iv) NP è she 
     (ii) VP è M V (v) M è will 
   (iii) NP M è M NP (vi)  V è eat 
This procedure employs a context-sensitive rule, (49-iii), as opposed to a transformational rule 
that applies to strings like (43). So let’s say that (49) base-generates (43Q). By contrast, imagine 
extending (51) with a transformational rule that permits “fronting” a tensed auxiliary element. 

(51) (i) S è NP VP (v) AUX è T (M) (have +en) (be +ing)  
(ii) VP è AUX V (vi)   T è +past, +unpast 
(iii) NP è she  (vii) M è will, can, may, must  

     (iv) V è eat  (viii) string u AffixesGoRight(string)   
Then (43Q) could be derived by extending a derivation of (43). Similarly, (42Q) and (44Q-46Q) 
could be derived by extending derivations of (42) and (44-46).  

(42) she was eating    (42Q) was she eating   
(44) she has eaten   (44Q) has she eaten 
(45) she had been eating   (45Q) had she been eating  

  (46) she will have been eating  (46Q) will she have been eating 
Moreover, the inversion rule in procedure (49) overgenerates. Consider string (52). 

(52) the hay she will see will vanish 
Given a derivation of (52) as an instance of “the hay NP M see will vanish,” (49-iii) will license 
a corresponding derivation of the ungrammatical string (53). 
  (53)  the hay will she see will vanish 
This makes the parallel derivation of (52Q) unimpressive, especially since there will be a 
corresponding derivation of the ungrammatical (54). 
  (52Q)  will the hay she will see vanish 
  (54)     will the hay will she see vanish 
But consider a procedure that generates (52) as a transformation of (52'), which is base-generated 
in a way that preserves the constituency indicated with the brackets in (52''). 
  (52') the hay she +unpast will see +unpast will vanish 
  (52') [S [NP the hay [S she +unpast will see]] [VP [AUX +unpast will] [V vanish]]] 
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Given such a procedure, an optional transformation of “FrontTensedAuxiliary” can be 
characterized as operation that applies to (52') as an instance of “NP VP” and thereby targets 
only the occurrence of ‘+unpast will’ that is adjacent to ‘vanish’.  

Similar remarks apply to (55) and (55Q); cp. (56), which is ungrammatical. 
 (55)    the dog that was barking could have been chasing the cat 

  (55Q) could the dog that was barking have been chasing the cat  
  (56)    was the dog that barking could have been chasing the cat  
Imposing constituency structure allows for structural constraints on transformations. Such 
constraints can in turn help explain limits on structural homophony. For example, (57Q) is the 
yes/no-question corresponding to (57), not (58); see Berwick et. al. (2011) for discussion. 
  (57Q) can eagles that fly swim 
  (57)    eagles that fly can swim 
  (58)    eagles that can fly swim 
In this respect, (57Q) is interestingly unambiguous: it can be understood as having a certain 
interrogative meaning, but not another one that could be expressed with the same lexical items. 
A crucial part of the explanation is that (57Q) has only one structural analysis. 

Likewise, (59) is the yes/no-question corresponding to (59), not (60). 
  (59Q) do eagles that fly swim 
  (59) eagles that fly do swim 
  (60) eagles that do fly swim 
But note that (59) can be used as an emphatic rejection of (61); 
  (61) eagles that fly don’t swim 
and while (62) is a grammatical emphatic form of (41), ‘she do ate’ is not. 

(62) she did eat 
(41) she ate 

This suggests that (62Q) is generated by transformation, not by inversion. 
  (62Q) did she eat 
It also suggests that (64) is defective because verbs are not “frontable” auxiliary elements. 
  (64) ate she 

Pairing declarative sentences with interrogative counterparts is highly intuitive. Focusing 
on such pairings, as opposed to the complex patterns exhibited by English auxiliaries within 
declarative sentences, makes it possible to illustrate important virtues of transformational 
grammars without taking the time to review grammatical details that will not strike all 
readers/listeners as immediately obvious and intrinsically fascinating. So for expository 
purposes, Chomsky and others often use elementary examples like (57Q) and (62Q), suppressing 
details regarding complex verb phrases like ‘could have been eating’ to footnotes. But the 
examples illustrate important claims about the kind of recursion that humans use to generate 
these strings, and the arguments for these claims go those based on elementary cases. 

Just as it’s easy to describe yes/no-questions in the overgenerating terms of inversion, it’s 
easy to specify a context-sensitive variant of procedure (51) that base-generates (41') and (46'). 

(41') she eat+past   (46') she will have be+en eat+ing 
Consider the possible derivations shown below, with inversions highlighted by ‘Ë’.12 

 

 
12 Strictly speaking, these derivations don’t deliver (41') and (46') without ancillary principles for 
connecting affixes to lexical stems. But let’s waive this concern here. 
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S    S     S è NP VP 
NP  VP   NP VP     NP è she 
she  VP   she VP     VP è AUX V  
she  AUX V   she  AUX V    AUX è T (M) (H H') (B B') 
she     T    V               she  T M H H' B B' V   T V  è V T 
  Ë                 Ë          T M  è M T 
she     V     T    she  M T H H' B B' V         T è +past  
she     V    +past  she  M +unpast H H' B B' V        M è will 
           she will +unpast H H' B B' V        H è have 
    she will +unpast have H' B B' V       H' B è B H' 
                   Ë 
    she will +unpast have B  H' B' V        B è be 
    she will +unpast have be H' B' V        H' è en 
    she will +unpast have be en B' V        B' V è V B' 
                  Ë 
    she will +unpast have be en  V B'         B' è ing 
    she will +unpast have be en  V ing        V è eat 
she     eat   +past  she will +unpast have be en eat ing 
 
Other inversion rules, tailored to the cases, are required to accommodate ‘I was eating’ and  
‘I had been eating’ without overgenerating. But restriction inversion in these quirky ways would 
be ad hoc, leaving us with no explanation for why the power of context-sensitive rewriting is 
exploited only in ways that can be described with context-free rewriting and a simple 
transformation that targets the affixes. It also seems superfluous to have rewritable symbols 
dedicated to the morphemes ‘en’ and ‘ing’, just to invert these symbols in derivations—as 
opposed to moving the morphemes themselves after a context-free derivation. 
 One can hypothesize that the power of inversion isn’t applied to the first auxiliary 
elements in (52), or to the verb in (41), but that it is employed to base-generate (42Q-46Q). 

(52) the hay she will see will vanish 
(41) she ate    

But if human grammars consistently respect structural constraints on question-formation, then 
one wants to see some independent motivations for saying that (42Q-46Q) are generated by 
exercising a power that can efface derivational structure. 

     (44Q) has she eaten    
 (42Q) was she eating  (45Q) had she been eating  

  (43Q) will she eat  (46Q) will she have been eating 
If this supposition is correct, it suggests that humans can’t acquire grammars that permit 
dervational inversions via rules like B'V è VB'. If minds that can invert are not tempted into 
doing so by the English auxiliary system, one wonders what natural examples would suffice. 
And if there are no such examples, that is suggestive. 
2.3 Towards Meanings 
In discussions of meaning, Chomsky often emphasizes complexities of usage and warns against 
theories that identify word meanings with sets of things that the words are allegedy “true of.” But 
he is also willing to grant that to understand a sentence, we must know much more than the 
analysis of this sentence on each linguistic level. We must also know the reference and meaning 
of the morphemes or words of which it is composed (1957, pp. 103-4).” This point is 


